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Architecture is the vast term which includes art and science in it. By science we mean that there are
many calculations involved in it in order to build a desired structure of a building or so an as we all
know it is completely impossible to make a building  without designs of it so in this way it even
involves art. Thus we can conclude that architecture is combination of art and science. There are
even Architecture Books written which helps one to come up with new design and new ideas. These
books are very useful to the people designing it

These books act as a reference to the newcomer in the same field and even to one who has a
desired interest in the respective field. It is very useful for gaining knowledge in the field of
architecture. Even when a common man undergoes a renovation in house they need an architecture
book.

In olden days huge monuments were made, palaces were made and this all has got architecture
mind in it. And we come to know about the designs made in monument with the help of architecture
books.

These books of architecture have everything involved in them right from the designs planning for
designs necessary changes to be made in designs and even the implementation of designs. There
is step by step description given in the book so that it will be helpful in right manner to an individual.

Today when we see huge buildings, one can say it is miracle of architecture. There are various
books written by different author on architecture. Here are some examples for the same Asia behind
growth, defining the craft,future systems, commonplaces etc. so this is some popular books on
architecture wherein a reader who is interested in this field can view the same for their reference.

Architecture book also comprise in it the prime aspect of architecture such as realizing building,
estimating cost, manipulating and co-coordinating of material and scheduling and administration
related to construction. Due to advance of science architecture science is also progressing day by
day. This is how architecture book offers services to the viewer about designs and construction.
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